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Abstract

Telecom networks are composed of very complex software-controlled systems. In recent
years, business and technology needs are pushing vendors towards service agility where
they must continuously develop, deliver, and improve such software over very short
cycles. Moreover, being critical infrastructure, Telecom systems must meet important
operational, legal, and regulatory requirements in terms of quality and performance to
avoid outages. To ensure high quality software, processes and models must be put in
place to enable quick and easy decision making across the development cycle. In this
chapter, we will discuss the background and recent trends in software quality assurance.
We will then introduce BRACE: a cloud-based, fully-automated tool for software defect
prediction, reliability and availability modeling and analytics. In particular, we will dis-
cuss a novel Software Reliability Growth Modeling (SRGM) algorithm that is the core of
BRACE. The algorithm provides defect prediction for both early and late stages of the
software development cycle. To illustrate and validate the tool and algorithm, we also
discuss key use cases, including actual defect and outage data from two large-scale
software development projects from telecom products. BRACE is being successfully used
by global teams of various large-scale software development projects.

Keywords: software quality & reliability assurance, telecommunication software,
software defect measurements & modeling

1. Introduction

Emerging technology breakthroughs in a number of fields, such The Internet of Things, 5G,

artificial intelligence, etc., are propelling a continuous increase in the size and complexity of

software in communication systems. In such applications, software must have—among others

—two important characteristics: (1) quality and (2) agility. Software quality is important to

© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



limit downtime and vulnerabilities that might have unprecedented consequences for the

anticipated societal-critical applications, while agility helps to continuously improve services

to meet customer needs. In order to meet business objectives, and supported by advances in

virtualization technologies, Telecom service providers are recently moving towards service

agility, where the aim is to create new or improve the services provided to their users [1]. To

this end, network software vendors must have the capability to continuously deliver and

integrate software from which such services are composed.

These requirements mean that development teams must be able to produce quality software in

very short time periods. This calls for accurate ways of planning team resource requirements

or software size (number/complexity of features) ahead of time to avoid failing to meet

customer needs. A useful approach for this assessment is predicting the number of defects during

the requirements and design phase, which may allow for time to take preventive actions such

as additional reviews and more extensive testing, finally improving software process control

and achieving high software quality [2].

1.1. Software development phases

Software quality can be significantly affected by the number of defects and amount/type of

testing carried out at the different stages of the software development phase. In this subsection,

we examine the defect flow through various development phases and in the field. Once a set of

new features is identified, each of them goes through the phases shown in Figure 1. It can be

observed that there are a number of activities overlapping in time (x-axis). New defects are

introduced during the requirement, design and coding phases while old defects are carried

over from previous releases into the current release. The thickness of the arrows indicates the

relative numbers of defects expected at each point in time. Defects are found and removed or

Figure 1. Defect flow development, test, field (traditional vs. agile).
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fixed during every development phase as well as during customer site test and actual opera-

tion periods. In a traditional development process, most defects are found by testers, indepen-

dent of developers. The test phase includes integration, feature, system, robustness, stability,

and performance testing, just to name a few.1 Most software defects are expected to be found

and removed during these testing phases.

A proportion of defects that remain at the end of the test phase are normally encountered during

operation in the field, and usually, only a fraction of them lead to failures or outages. However,

an outage puts a system down, making it go through a process of respond-recover-resolve.

Finally, some of the residual defects will usually not be found even during field operation. These

then become base or old defects for the following release.

1.2. SRGM background

The quality of software is measured in terms of software defects found during the customer

operation period. SRGM is usually used to quantify the quality of software products before

they are delivered to customers. SRGM is a very well-studied subject, with over 200 SRGMs

developed since early 1970s [3–15]. These models can generally be categorized as either being

parametric or non-parametric.

Parametric models are based on explicit mathematical expressions and physical interpretation.

They were originally designed for system test but continue to be extended to include func-

tional, integration, and other earlier test phases. They are the earliest developed models, are

easily understood, and widely used. Most of the frequently used parametric models can be

systematically grouped based on the shape of the function (i.e. S-shaped curve or exponential

curve). S-shaped curve models use various types of S-shaped distributions such as Gamma,

logistic, Weibull functions to match with actual data trends [6, 9], while exponential models

(e.g. [3, 4, 7, 10, 11]) consider that defects are found at a constant rate through the different test

phases. S-curve models have flexibility in describing different shapes of the trend since they

have more than two parameters. Compared with S-shaped models, exponential models are

simple with only two parameters and have been successfully demonstrated with practical data

from large-scale software development projects [16, 17]. There have been many comparison

studies performed and various tools have been developed for evaluating individual models in

terms of how well each model fits to the data [18, 19].

Recently, non-parametric SRGMs are being proposed. Such models typically use machine

learning techniques considering the inherent characteristics of the software (such as code size,

test resources, test duration, complexity, etc.) as input. Although non-parametric models are

promising, their use in practical applications is still limited by their need for (big amounts of)

input data which is not always available, or whose quality may be unacceptable. Therefore,

practical implementations and application of SRGMs are still mainly based on parametric

models. Even then, there is no single model which can be used in every situation [20]. Models

that work well during the early development phases are typically not efficient in the later

1

It is worth noting that test phase names vary across projects and organizations.
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stages, in which case a complete solution may require more than one model. In addition, the

fact that the rate at which defects are found can change overtime requires that even for the

same phase, the same model may need to be applied more than once each covering a specific

trend. In practice, applying such models in an efficient way can be effort intensive and usually

requires an expert.

This chapter discusses advances to the above techniques and approaches using BRACE [21], a

cloud-based, fully-automated tool for software defect prediction, reliability and availability

modeling and analytics. BRACE includes a number of technical contributions to make soft-

ware defect prediction more practical for every software development project. First, the tool

unifies and automates the entire process of data extraction, pre-processing, core processing

and post-processing. Second, the core data analytics engine of BRACE—SRGM—provides a

robust, consistent, flexible, fast, statistically sound approach to defect prediction for any defect

data set without human intervention. This is achieved by modeling the entire defect trend as a

series of piece-wise exponential curves, and incorporating a mechanism to automatically

detect when to transition from one curve to the next. Moreover, to enhance the accuracy,

whenever available, the algorithm can also take as input feature arrival data (which is a

measure of development effort). This allows the enhanced SRGM to provide defect prediction

from the project planning phase through the internal testing phase and the customer site test

and customer operation periods. Finally, BRACE exposes a user interface which displays the

output generated from the core processing. It makes it easier for projects to understand the

current progress towards quality improvement. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

attempt to propose a practical software defect prediction and reliability management solution

that can be re-used across multiple teams at industrial scale.

1.3. Chapter overview

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the design, implemen-

tation and use cases of BRACE. We also describe datasets from two example projects that are

used as references throughout the chapter. In Section 3, we detail an automated SRGM algo-

rithm which is the core analytics engine of BRACE. The algorithm enhances traditional SRGMs

by enabling accurate early defect prediction, which, as mentioned earlier, is a necessity for

most projects. Sections 4 and 5 will discuss key post-delivery metrics: customer defects and

software availability respectively. The Chapter is concluded in Section 5. Data sets from two

large-scale software development projects from telecom products are used to illustrate the

effectiveness of BRACE throughout the chapter.

2. BRACE system overview

2.1. System design

BRACE consists of three main processes: (1) pre-processing, (2) core processing and (3) post-

processing as illustrated in Figure 2.
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1. The pre-processing step is made up of a generic data-collector which uses application

programming interfaces (APIs) to collect data from various sources. As example, defect

data can be obtained from Jira while other project-related information may be obtained

from GitLab. The data is generally obtained as records of defects with the corresponding

fields (such as creation date, resolution date, defect type, software release, etc.). Once the

data is received for project, a number of processing steps are carried out. These might

include—as necessary—filtering out specific defects based on any chosen field, mapping

particular field/values, grouping defects based on any of the fields, etc. These processing

steps may be generic for all projects, or may also be customized for a particular project. The

output of this step is defect numbers aggregated over time (for example defects each day,

3-days, week2) for any desired profile. The profiles are project-specific analysis groupings

such as defects related to a given software component, development location, severity, etc.

2. The core processing implements the optimization function which derives maximum likeli-

hood estimates of the model parameters for a given set of defect data. It then—dynamically

and automatically—identifies changes in the defect trend as new defect data is added. This

is achieved by comparing the goodness-of-fit of the predicted values to actual data points.

It eventually generates multiple curves to describe the entire defect trend using a piece-

wise application of NHPP exponential models. The last curve is used for predicting total

defects and residual defects at delivery. Detailed discussions on the SRGM used by the

core processing step are presented in Section 3.

Figure 2. BRACE main processes.

2

While defect trend analysis is typically performed with weekly data, as we move towards continuous delivery, it is

necessary to investigate the use of daily data. Therefore, the proposed tool has been applied to daily defect data from

several projects, and has been able to produce results consistent with those from weekly data. Allowing the use of daily

data is important as this allows SRGM to be applied in real time (daily), and hence help detect possible problems earlier.
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3. Finally, the post-processing step takes as input the metrics from the core processing so as to

generate various types of tables and charts, depending on project’s needs. As an example,

this step may be able to present outputs such as software failure rate, software availability

& reliability, software annual downtime, defect rate, and predicted defects. Moreover, it

also provides confidence limits for each of the calculated metrics. Therefore, the post-

processing stage is aimed at providing answers (using a GUI) to the questions presented

in Table 1. Answers to these use cases are the main motivations of the work done by

software reliability experts, and by extension the main motivations of BRACE. As such,

answers to the questions below will be provided throughout the rest of this chapter. We

discuss details regarding these outputs and final processing steps in Sections 4 and 5,

respectively.

2.2. Defect data sets

Defect data sets, called Projects A & B, are briefly described. Both projects represent large-scale

software development from telecom products. Figure 3 shows an example of a 3G & 4G

wireless network system, where projects A and B can be found in the diagram.

2.2.1. Project A

This is a key wireless product, called RNC, which is responsible for the control and manage-

ment of radio resources in a wireless network. It is a large-scale software development for a

key 3G wireless telecommunication product with a high availability redundant hardware

configuration. Code size varies from over 500 KNCSL (1000 non-commentary source lines) in

earlier releases to less than 100 KNCSL as customers migrate from 3G to 4G systems. A

traditional delivery scheme of one delivery per release was used. A major hardware platform

change took place during the reported period, which resulted in redesigning the software

architecture.

It takes advantages of hardware technological improvement, by introducing additional soft-

ware redundancy as well as upgrading and re-designing the hardware platform with a pair of

active-active processors. The new hardware platform supports multiple copies of a key

1. How many defects are we going to find by delivery date?

2. How many residual defects will remain at delivery?

3. Are we ready for delivery?

4. When do we expect the defect closure curve to catch up with the defect arrival curve?

5. How many defects are we going to find after delivery?

6. How does the defect curve of a new release compare to past releases?

7. Which location/severity/component is generating the most defects?

8. Can we combine inherent defects from previous releases, defects found within the current release and defects

deferred to next release?

9. Are we finding defects as expected?

10. Can we adjust for DevOps continuous integration & delivery (CI/CD)?

11. Can we predict software availability?

Table 1. BRACE use cases (motivating questions).
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software component as many pairs of active-standby software configurations. As discussed in

Section 4, this feature helped improve the capacity as well as the availability since the impact of

failure software becomes very small due to a pair of active-standby. The quality impact of the

major changes will be highlighted in Section 4. The data sets used in this chapter cover 11

releases over 5 years.

2.2.2. Project B

It represents a radio access part of the latest 4G mobile network technology. The two 3G key

functions were combined into one, called eNB, to meet high data rate requirements. It per-

forms the control and management of radio resources in a wireless network, plus radio

frequency transmitters and receivers used to directly communicate with mobile devices. It is

built on a highly complex hardware design and sophisticated software architecture. The

software development is required to deliver many complex new features to meet demand in

fast growing markets. Recent releases contain over 1 million non-commentary source lines

(MNCSL) new features and deploy a new delivery scheme of multiple deliveries per release to

satisfy the needs for additional features by multiple customers. Similar to Project A, this project

also went through a major hardware platform change and drastic software redesign. The

quality impact will be shown in Section 4.

3. Software reliability growth model (SRGM)

3.1. Automated SRGM

As earlier mentioned, exponential models assume that defects can be found and resolved at a

constant rate [10]. While this results into a simple and flexible model with well understood

Figure 3. Sample 3G & 4G wireless telecom network system.

Software Quality Assurance
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assumptions, it is not always the case that software development is stable, as sometimes

changes have to be made to the processes. To ensure that defect prediction adapts to such

trend changes, we apply the exponential prediction model to each wave of software defects.

The idea of piecewise application of SRGMs is not exactly new. For example, a concept for

evolving software content was originally discussed in [10]. This is the first time that we

successfully formulated it mathematically, developed an innovative algorithm to automate

the process and implemented it in a cloud environment.

The mathematical model is a non-homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) with a mean value

function following an exponential model. The tool uses a piece-wise application of NHPP

exponential models as illustrated in Figure 4. The NHPP assumption is used to implement the

statistical method of maximum likelihood for estimating model parameters with the normal

approximation confidence limits for a set of defect data. As new test defect data becomes

available, we continuously monitor and predict residual (or remaining) defects at delivery. It

then uses the last curve for predicting defects to be found after delivery to customer site.

To illustrate the model, consider a finite number, a, of defects such that each defect is found

and removed by time, t, following a cumulative distribution function, F(t). For a defect find

process, N(t), the probability of finding n defects by time t is in general expressed as a binomial

distribution given in (1).

P N tð Þ ¼ nf g ¼
a

n

� �

F tð Þn 1� F tð Þ½ �a�n (1)

In practice, the value of a is large, and therefore we can approximate (1) by a Poisson distribu-

tion with the mean value function, m(t), as given in (2).

P N tð Þ ¼ nf g ¼ m tð Þn exp �m tð Þf g=n! (2)

Note thatm(t) = aF tð Þ represents the average number of defects found by time t. An exponential

model is described as an NHPP with the mean value function:

m tð Þ ¼ a 1� exp �btð Þ
� �

(3)

Figure 4. An example of a piece-wise application of NHPP model.
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The parameters a and b represent total defects in the software and the rate at which each defect

is found, respectively. Therefore, a total of a defects is assumed to be found according to an

exponential distribution with a rate of b. Note that the parameter a represents the number of

defects associated with each period for a case of piece-wise application. Since the mean value

function is a function of time, it is called an exponential NHPP model. Taking the derivative of

the mean value function we can derive the corresponding defect intensity function or defect

rate, given in (4):

λ tð Þ ¼ ab exp �btð Þ (4)

It should be pointed out that if b is positive, m(t) converges exponentially, approaching to a

positive value of a, and λ(t) decreases exponentially. This is a typical trend for reliability

growth. As b approaches zero and a tends to infinity, m(t) becomes a straight line and λ(t)

becomes constant, i.e., a stationary Poisson process. If both a and b are negative, both m(t) and

λ(t) increase exponentially. Although most of the time b is positive, there are a few cases with b

tending to zero during site test and in-service periods and b being negative in early test phases.

Note that the basic assumption of a finite number of defects is violated if b is zero or negative.

However, it will be useful in explaining different trends for individual test periods within the

same release. We will discuss further with actual data later.

Answers to use cases (a), (b) & (c) in Section 2 can be illustrated using Figure 5 as follows:

SRGM predicts 3700 defects by the delivery date. Therefore, assuming that current date

corresponds to week 19 (vertical blue line), we would expect to find 1200 more defects in the

11 weeks to delivery assuming the same test progress continues. Since SRGM predicts a total of

4500 defects and 3700 defects at delivery, the residual defects will be 800 (= 4500–3700). The

percentage residual defect can be calculated as 18% (= 800 / 4500). Based on our experience, we

have determined thresholds (the percentage of residual defects to total defects) and provide

color codes that are indicative of software quality and the readiness to deliver. Specifically,

Figure 5. Example of software defect prediction.

Software Quality Assurance
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readiness is given as green (implying ‘good to go’) if the threshold is less than 15%, yellow if it

is between 15% and 25%, and red if it is greater than 25%. In this example, the software falls in

the yellow range, indicating that some caution is needed if the project decides to proceed with

the planned delivery.

As illustrated above, residual defects, which are derived from the defect arrival curve using

SRGM, play a key role in software quality assessment in terms of delivery readiness. Our

recommendation is that readiness is given as green (implying ‘good to go’) if the threshold is

less than 15%, yellow if it is between 15 and 25%, and red if it is greater than 25%. In addition,

it is important to track backlog defects at delivery, so as not to deliver known issues. Our

recommendation is that all customer critical and major issues be resolved by delivery. We will

address how to predict backlog defects in Section 3.2.2.

3.2. Enhanced SRGM: early defect prediction model (eDPM)

Typical SRGM techniques require defect data from the software test period. This limits their

use during the early phases of software development during which it is usually necessary to

make important (and time intensive) decisions (such as the level of staffing or amount of

required testing or number of features to focus on) about the development process. Consider-

ing the industry trend towards very short software development lifecycles (i.e. agile develop-

ment), it is essential to be able to make such decisions accurately very early on in the

development phase. Specifically, in order to determine the staffing requirements for develop-

ment and test activities during the early planning phase, many projects now need to under-

stand what the defect find curve would look like during the internal test period. Therefore,

early software defect prediction is needed for the early identification of software quality, cost

overrun, and optimal development strategy.

We propose a novel method, eDPM, for predicting defect arrival curves based on the feature

arrival curve during the planning phase. The feature arrival curve often gives the number of

sub-features for each feature of the project, together with the times when each sub-feature is

expected to be completed. Such information is usually available during the development

planning phase of the software development life cycle. Specifically, eDPM involves using data

from a previous release of the same product, together with the feature arrival curve for the

upcoming release. In order to produce a reliability modeling approach that covers the whole

development process, the eDPM approach has been integrated into BRACE as an enhanced

SRGM.

3.2.1. Transformation functions

eDPM uses two transformation functions: one horizontal shift and one vertical shift. We have

performed a statistical correlation study (e.g., quantile-quantile or Q-Q plot [22]) and found a

very high correlation. Figure 6 illustrates a Q-Q plot for Project B data. If the data points follow

a straight line, it indicates a strong correlation between two factors being considered or

statistically, the distributions of the two factors are the same. That is, both curves have similar-

ity in shape.
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Let (x, y) represent a feature curve and (xnew, ynew) represent a defect arrival curve. We can

move the feature curve to the right and closer to the defect arrival curve with the horizontal

shift function in (5)

xnew ¼ αþ βx (5)

where α and β are parameters intrinsic to an individual release. The parameter α represents the

average time to find α defects, and β represents the additional delay in the defect find process,

likely due to a test resource constraint or critical bugs. Next, we use a simple form for the

vertical shift as shown in (6).

ynew ¼ γ y (6)

The parameter γ is determined as a ratio of the feature count and the defect count used for the

best fitted line in the Q-Q plot. It represents the number of defects per feature. Combining (5)

and (6), we can transform the feature curve to represent the defect arrival curve. If previous

release data is not available, we can use defect data from the initial test period. Figure 7

demonstrates that feature ready curve is a good leading indicator for defect arrival curves.

The feature arrival data is readily available for most projects.

3.2.2. Case studies

We will now provide four case studies to demonstrate the robustness of eDPM for practical

uses. It should be pointed out that the team “feature” is used here in a generic sense to

represent either sub-feature, epic, story, or sprint depending on the availability of metrics for

individual projects. Similarly, the term “release” represents a set of features defined for each

software delivery. The release content continues to evolve over the software lifecycle. It is

important to continuously monitor the release content and adjust the transformation functions

to improve the prediction accuracy. While out of scope for this chapter, we have recently

developed an algorithm which automates the estimation of parameters as new feature and

defect data becomes available.

Figure 6. A sample Q-Q plot for project B release 5 data.

Software Quality Assurance
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Case Study #1—Previous release data: This case study considers a project without feature

ready data available. We use previous release data, called Release N – 1, to predict the defect

arrival curve for Release N. Using the transformation functions described in Section 3.2.1 and

the test defect data from Release N, we can predict the defect arrival curve, as shown in

Figure 8. Actual data is overlaid and compared against the predicted arrival curve. The several

weeks (between �10 and �5) the actual data was not following the predicted curve were due

to a few critical issues slowing down the test progress. Once they were cleared with fixes, the

test progress was quickly recovered and the defects started to come in as expected.

Case Study #2—Test cases executed: This case considers a project without accurate data on

feature ready dates, but having a good record of test cases executed prior to handing the

features over to the test team. For our eDPM purpose the test case data is considered equiva-

lent to the feature ready data. Figure 9 demonstrates near-perfect prediction of the defect

arrival curve using test cases executed.

Figure 7. eDPM defect arrival curve prediction based on feature arrival curve.

Figure 8. eDPM case study #1: Previous release data.
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Case Study #3—Feature development start data: This considers a project with a good record

of feature development status. We first use feature ready dates to predict the defect arrival

curve. As expected, it gives a good prediction. The next task is to evaluate if we can use the

development start dates to predict the feature ready curve and the defect arrival curve. This is

important to help a project to plan the development and test resources for both feature ready

dates and test defects. In this case we apply the transformation functions in two phases, i.e.,

one for predicting feature ready curve and the other for predicting the defect arrival curve. As

illustrated in Figure 10, the predictions are remarkably accurate for both cases.

Case Study #4—DevOps CI/CD story points completed: The case considers a DevOps con-

tinuous integration & delivery project with a delivery interval of 2 or 3 weeks. The project

implements a full Agile development process. Figure 11 shows cumulative views of story

points and integration test defects in two different vertical scales. The vertical lines represent

individual release dates. A user story is a very low-level definition of a requirement,

containing just enough information so that the developers can produce a reasonable estimate

of the effort to implement it. A story point is a measure of the effort required to implement a

story. It is a relative measure of complexity, albeit a subjective one. However, if it is done in a

Figure 9. eDMP case study #2: Test cases executed vs. test defects.

Figure 10. eDPM case study #3: Development start vs. feature ready vs. test defects.

Software Quality Assurance
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consistent manner, it can be used as a good leading indicator for predicting defects, as shown

in Figure 11.

It was later confirmed that there were two major process changes made during the reported

period. As eDPM was applied to the data (Transformation #1), we were able to identify the

trend change after several months where the transformation is no longer valid. It turns out that

the trend change occurred when a major process change was made. Another set of transfor-

mation functions, called Transformation #2, were then used. The predicted values are very

closely matching with actual defect data. Several months later, we encountered another trend

change, which turns out to be caused by another major process change. We then used another

transformation #3. With the successive use of eDPM we demonstrated that defects can be

predicted with reasonable accuracy for the entire reported period.

Another benefit of eDPM is to help quantify the process improvement. One of the parameters,

γ, as described in Eq. (6), represents defects per story point in this case study. By comparing the

values of γ between two transformation periods, we can calculate the relative change in γ

values. This relative change represents the percent of improvement due to the process change.

To further provide the significance of this benefit, we were able to quantify an improvement of

10 and 70% for the first process change and the second, respectively.

Case Study #5—Defect closure data: This case study we consider a project with both defect

arrival and closure data in addition to sub-feature arrival data. This project is still in early test

phase but project management wants to knowwhether the defect backlog can reach zero at the

delivery date. First, we predict the defect arrival curve based on the sub-feature arrival data

and actual defect arrival data so far using eDPM. We then predict the closure curve based on

the predicted arrival curve using eDPM. By combining the predicted arrival and closure curves

we can now calculate the defect backlog by subtracting the closure curve from the arrival

curve. Figure 12 shows the predicted arrival and closure curves, along with the predicted

defect backlog curve. The project can now see some actions to be taken to improve the backlog

curve to get closer to zero at the delivery date.

Figure 11. eDPM case study #4: Story points vs. integration test defects.
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4. Customer defect prediction

In Section 3, we demonstrated that the last curve prior to software delivery represents the final

product from which the total number of defects and residual defects can be calculated. Previ-

ous release data or historical data from other projects will be helpful for determining the

percent of delivered defects to be found during the operation period. See [16] for detailed

discussions.

The assumption that the defect curve can be extended from the development phase into the

operational phase (e.g. [23–25]) does not hold in practice, as there are usually discontinuities

due to changes in the intensity of testing, as well as operational conditions not always being

exactly the same as test environments [7].

To highlight the procedure and results we will use defect data taken from Project B. Figure 13

shows a cumulative view of customer defect prediction. Note that the curve should be always

above the actual data after delivery. The difference between the curve and the last actual data

Figure 12. eDPM case study #5: sub-feature, defect arrival/closure/backlog.

Figure 13. Cumulative view of project B customer defect prediction vs. actual.
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point indicates the defects not found in this release and they will become a part of the next

release. That is, not all delivered defects will be found during the operation period. It also

demonstrates that actual data follows as predicted, indicating the importance of historical data

in predicting post-delivery defects.

Figure 14 illustrates the difference in defect rate, λ(te), at the end of test phase, te, and during

the operation period, λf. It can be observed that there is a difference in defect rate, likely due to

differences in the intensity of testing during the two periods, as well as possible differences

between a test environment and a field operational state.

5. Software failure rate, availability, and reliability

In recent years many product suppliers have been implementing complex software-controlled

systems with a large number of software features on a short development schedule. In the

telecom industry, a critical customer operational issue is on system performance, especially in

terms of system outages impacting the service availability for their end users. As a result,

service providers frequently ask their product suppliers for software reliability and availability

measurements. In this section, we discuss the relationship between software failure rate,

availability, and reliability.

5.1. Software failure rate

Field outage measurements are required for telecom products by TL9000 [26], which is a

quality management system (QMS). It standardizes the quality system requirements for the

design, development, delivery, installation, and maintenance of telecom products and services.

It defines the reliability in terms of SO3 (service outage frequency) and SO4 (service outage

duration) metrics. As demonstrated in [16] the defect find process during the operation period

maybe modeled as a stationary Poisson process. It also follows that the rate of software failure

(or outage) rate for each release can be modeled as stationary Poisson process. Consider a

software release with a failure rate λ and defect rate λf. It is worth noting that λ is usually

Figure 14. Weekly view of project B customer defect prediction vs. actual.
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measured in terms of failures per year. The defect conversion factor may be expressed as

shown in Eq. (7)

d ¼
λ

λf
(7)

Reliability and availability and among the key factors that are used to define the quality of

software in practice. In what follows, we formulate mathematical representations for both

these factors.

5.2. Availability

The availability of software can be expressed using cycles of uninterrupted working intervals

(Uptime), followed by a repair period after a failure has occurred (Downtime) using (8).

A ¼
Uptime

UptimeþDowntime
¼ 1�

Downtime

UptimeþDowntime
(8)

Considering that availability is typically evaluated over a 1 year period, UptimeþDowntime ¼

1 year ¼ 60� 24� 365ð Þ minutes. Therefore, as an example, to achieve system availability of 5

9’s (i.e. A = 99.999%) the maximum allowed downtime would be 5.26 minutes/year.

5.3. Reliability

On the other hand, software reliability is the probability that the software has not failed after a time

period t. Therefore, reliability is a function of t, and can be denoted as R(t). R(t) is typicallymodeled

using an exponential distribution in which the parameter is failure rate λ as shown in Eq. (9)

R tð Þ ¼ 1� exp �λtð Þ (9)

It is important to note that while both reliability and availability are a measure of software

quality, they have different technical meanings. In particular, availability is determined by

both uptime and downtime, while reliability is only influenced by uptime. This implies that

two software releases or systems having the same failure rate, would have the same reliability,

but might have different availabilities. Achieving a high availability generally requires having

automated ways of recovering from failures, for example, through redundancy or rebooting,

so that the downtime is minimized. Software failures for which the system is able to automat-

ically recover are known as covered failures. On the other hand, if a system fails to automati-

cally detect and/or recover from a failure, such a failure is known as an uncovered failure, and

usually leads to customer perceived defects. In systems where recovery time is significant, a

coverage factor – the proportion of all failures that are covered failures – is defined. However,

in most practical applications, it requires specialized tools to determine covered failures.

Therefore, typical failure counts usually only consider the uncovered defects.

5.4. Discussion

In what follows, we use (anonymised/scaled) data from project A to demonstrate the various

aspects of software failure, reliability and availability, together with the predictions that are
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carried for the same. The data compares multiple releases of a software product over multiple

years. Outage data represents unplanned, customer-reported, and uncovered failures, including

full and partial outages. The outages were collected across a deployment of over 400 systems.

The monthly outage count is annualized and normalized by the number of deployed systems as

outages/year/system, which is equivalent to the failure rate. In the same way, the monthly outage

downtime is annualized and normalized by deployed systems as downtime/year/deployed

system. It should be noted that the downtime duration of each outage is discounted by percent-

age impact (i.e. 100% being a full outage), using the TL 9000 counting rule.

In Figure 15, we show the predicted software reliability as a function of failure rate (on the left)

and software availability as a function of annual downtime (on the right). The following

observations can be made:

• From one release to another, the actual data generally lies within the 90% confidence limits for

both availability and reliability. This is testament to the accuracy of the generated predictions.

• Over time, from one release to the next, we can observe a continuous improvement in

software availability and reliability. This is not surprising since it takes time and increased

effort to enhance software design, development and test practices.

• There is a slight deterioration in reliability and availability at R5, corresponding to a

change in hardware, but these quickly improve again after that. This can be explained by

the need to re-design the software, but also demonstrates the important effect hardware

can have on the quality of software, i.e. sometimes significant long term improvements in

software quality may only be achieved through changes in hardware.

• It is worth observing that predicting availability is generally more difficult than predicting

reliability. This is due to the fact that availability is affected by the downtime while

reliability is not. In addition, as software development teams get used to a product from

one release to the next, they get used to the system, and therefore, are normally able to

significantly reduce the average system downtime.

Figure 15. Release-over release software reliability and availability prediction—Project A.
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Finally, we applied the method to Project B. In this project, it is not practical to collect the

system downtime in the field due to the nature of the product. However, customers are

concerned about resets. Therefore, the focus is on the number of unplanned autonomous

resets. Figure 16 summarizes the annual reset rate with prediction and actual data over several

releases. The predicted values are remarkably close to actual data and within the 90% limits.

Although actual downtime is not available, we can use reset time measured in the lab to

calculate the reset-based availability using the reset rate prediction.

6. Implementation

Figure 17 shows the implementation of BRACE. The tool is made up of multiple application

programming interfaces (APIs), each of them connecting to a defect logging database (such

as JIRA). Defect data is collected from the defect databases in real-time and pre-processed by

a computer program (in Python) before being stored into a cloud-based, shared database

used by the system. The SRGM algorithm (which is written in Python) then performs the

core processing, providing a consistent, fast, flexible, robust, and statistically sound result.

Using the output of from core processing, we have also created a unified graphical user

interface (GUI) onto which a wealth of software quality metrics are presented to users. While

in the current implementation all components of the tool are hosted in a virtual machine

running in openstack, it is possible to have them also running in a dedicated server if

needed.

As an example use case, for a given project, a number of input parameters are required for the

tool. Such inputs include the project milestones, the require changes in defect rate before and

after deployment, and a number of assumptions based on expert knowledge of both the

product and development process.

Figure 16. Software failure rate prediction—Project B.
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7. Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a practical approach to software defect prediction, which helps

assure the delivery of high quality software. An innovative cloud-based analytics tool, BRACE,

was introduced which automates the entire process of data extraction, pre-processing, core

processing, and post-processing, combined with a user interface. It no longer relies on the use

of a spreadsheet and generates prediction in real-time, which can be shared with any members

of a project. SRGM is the core analytics engine which implements technical breakthroughs in

this area. It provides a robust, consistent, flexible, fast, statistically sound approach to defect

prediction for any defect data sets without human intervention. The enhanced version of

SRGM incorporates feature arrival data to provide defect prediction throughout the lifecycle

of each release with much improved accuracy. We also demonstrated the method for

predicting customer defects and software availability during the operation phase, which

should be the basis for software quality assurance. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the

approach using data sets taken from telecom development projects, varying from traditional

development to DevOps CI/CD with full agile development. This approach can be easily

applied to any software development projects.
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